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All, Rayah, Sara, Amira, Anna

Amira  00:02
This is Advocate Activism. As a queer, 42 year-old Black woman, once I witnessed the
murder of George Floyd, I began to question - How was I able to move through life not
knowing what redlining really was, or Jim Crow, even Juneteenth? I didn't understand the
depth or understand why these things are so important to my own history. I'm Amira. I
realized that I was asleep to systemic racism. And there was an anger in my belly, that I
never felt before. I began educating myself and my community. And I'm taking my best
friend Rayah along with me.

Rayah  00:48
Hey, I'm Rayah. As the white woman accomplice, I'm committed to the work of anti
racism. Anti racist is a title I will always need to work toward, not a destination I will arrive
at. I come to this work with the knowledge that I will make mistakes and need to be
corrected.

Amira  01:06
We believe in standing up for the oppressed against oppression and all of its forms.

Rayah  01:12
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We practice restorative justice, first, working towards healing and community restoration
whenever possible. We also believe in boundaries that keep marginalized people safe.

Amira  01:23
We practice this in ourselves first, through learning how to sit in discomfort, and radically
accepting ourselves and others as they are. With this being said, even myself as a Black
woman, I've realized through education and studying that I've caused harm, not
intentionally, but by not being educated. And once we know better, we can do better.

Rayah  01:55
All right, well, welcome back, everyone. Amira and I are sitting down today with Sara and
Anna of Storyline Community, which is something that I'll let them explain in their own
words. But we are so happy to have everyone back and welcome them into the
conversation. So welcome, Sara and Anna.

Anna  02:13
So glad to be here with you guys.

Sara  02:15
Same. Same.

Rayah  02:16
Yeah. So we want to hear like what Storyline is. And then if you guys could talk about like,
who you are, and why you're involved with Storyline what what the whole story is behind
it?

Anna  02:27
How about this, Sara? I'll do the overview, and then you can take it from there. Storyline
Community is a nonprofit in the Milwaukie and Oak Grove area of outside of Portland,
Oregon. And we are part community of faith that really provides a place for a sort of,
we'd like to say wandering exiles. So people who maybe have not found a spot that fits for
them in the traditional church, either because it doesn't resonate with who they are, or
maybe they haven't been welcomed into those spaces. And we are part community
collective, which helps neighbors know and meet the needs of their own neighborhood. So
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we act as this sort of mediating institution in our neighborhood to say like, how do we
listen, like get get our ears and hearts deep into the soil of the neighborhood? And see
what are the needs that are rising up? And how can our folks, our neighbors, our
partnering organizations come around those together?

Sara  03:27
Yeah. So I'm sorry, I was very distracted by needing to remind Anna, that this is an audio
podcast, there were lots of hands motions.

All  03:37
(laughing)

Anna  03:37
I do use my hands a lot. What do I even sound like without my hands?

Sara  03:43
I mean, that sort of answers the question of who we are. But yeah, just you're, you're
missing out on the hand motions here. There was there was a lot of explanation involved
in that. Yeah. So I think the other piece of that is, is just, um, in being that mediating
institution, we come alongside a lot of our community partners, both communities that
are set our community based organization, other nonprofit service providers in the area,
and also alongside other communities of faith. Because we also hold the principle of, you
know, we, I mean, I hate to quote High School Musical, no, I don't hate it, you know, hey,
that we're all in this together, right? So I think that we live in a time in our lives and also in
a particular place where being siloed and sort of trying to live in to the myth that, you
know, we can pull ourselves up by our own bootstraps. It's just not true. We're calling, we're
calling bs on it and like, forming partnerships in a way that helps helps everyone help
others. So that's another big piece of our community identity as well.

Amira  05:05
Yeah, I work with Storyline Communities. My my, one of my newest gigs. And when they
talk about community, it's very, very true. Everything about them is community based and
like connecting with community and connecting with humans. Actually, in the beginning,
it's kind of creepy how connected. Like, damn. Like, really get into the like, if you're not
comfortable, like talking and communicating. And like, you know, it's gonna be, and I'm
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comfortable with it. It's but it's totally beautiful. Can I ask when it was started? I don't
know if you guys mentioned that or not like, What year?

Anna  05:41
Yeah, um, well, it's sort of like one of those- what was the moment it- that- it's like a
relationship. Like, what did when did it actually start start? Um, but our first sort of like,
soft public open sort of was in the summer of 2018. So about three years, yeah. And we
had spent maybe six months to a year actually, before that saying, whatever we want to
build, we don't want it to be extraneous to the community. In fact, that's sort of like part of
I think, Rayah, you may be asked, like, why do we do this? Right. And I think our our big
why at the start, was this observation that a lot of our community churches, which
oftentimes 50 years ago used to be kind of like community centers often are located in
like, the middle of neighborhoods. But in many cases, they've been sort of, over time,
insulated from the rest of the community, and then developed sort of culture all to its own,
that becomes a real cultural leap to be a part of and isn't so connected to that, like the
soil of the neighborhood around them. So we said, what would it look like? And that that
creates all kinds of problems over time, right. And one of our core beliefs is that siloing
that that Sarah talked about, inherently like breaks down the fabric of the neighborhood,
it inherently creates kind of a sickness when we're not connected to the people around us
and really like listening to what's in them. Or if we're not connected to some parts of the
neighborhood around us that that in currently creates sort of a sickness in the
neighborhood, if you will. And so we said, what would it look like to create an organization
that is born out of that soil? So like, what if we take a lot of time just to listen, not just to
like, Hey, what's on the shiny face of this neighborhood? But what's at the margins of this
neighborhood that maybe doesn't have a voice in the, in the center of it? Right? And how
do we build something that is reflective of what this neighborhood actually needs?
Because we don't want to build something that meets needs that are already met, what
would be the point?

Amira  08:09
Right.

Sara  08:09
Right. Well, and I'm thinking to have like, how much that shifted and became like, much
more real for everyone in the midst of the pandemic, like, I remember, if you remember,
like, early on, there was like stories on the local news about like, neighbors getting to meet
each other for the first time, because of just like, how extremely cut off everyone felt like,
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was like, I don't know, April or May of 2020, right? Where there was like the neighborhood
socially distanced black party with everybody in lawn chairs on their separate lawns, like
shouting and waving at each other, because that was safe. But like, I don't know how
many times I heard, oh, I met my neighbor for the first time because of COVID. It's like, it
became really real for people just how siloed we had been. And I think that, at least for
me, in my neighborhood, like, I got to know my neighbors better. I feel like there was a lot
of like, cohesion and sort of coalescing of, of relationships that happened because of that.
And I think, you know, it's, it's been like a trip for us to have half of our identity be formed
in the pandemic. But also, I think it like is sort of a good test case is like, the thing that we
said, was really important is actually important. And, and like that has shown through, so
yeah.

Amira  09:29
That's awesome. I want to know, and talk a little bit more about like organizing. My role,
my title, there is sacred organizer. And so I just want to talk a little bit more about
organizing and general like, why is organizing like an operating principle for you- for you
guys? And yeah, whoever wants to start first.

Sara  09:51
Can I tell the backstory Anna? so like, part of our deep backstory is that Anna and i were
friends in college and and When I first moved to Milwaukie, Facebook, this is the one prop
that Facebook gets today, like was like, here's your new neighbors when I changed my like
place that I lived in. I was like, Oh, yeah Anna! Anna lives in Milwaukie. So we like started
getting together for coffee. And she was like describing that six month period of listening
that she described as like conversation with the original, like launch families. And like,
using these words of like, yeah, we want to just like really listen to neighbor's needs. And
then like, sort of discern, like what happens, like how we can change the neighborhood,
just based on people's stories. And I, you know, I in seminary, actually ended up doing a
five day training with industrial areas, foundation and community organizing. And so I
had the like, language of this, like, you know, more modern practice that's rooted in like,
really unions and like, and public advocacy, right. Like, that's where the roots of
community modern community organizing come from, is the union movement. And so I
was like, yeah, that's community organizing. There's like pastors that do that. And Anna
was like, wait, what there's words? (laughter)

Anna  11:15
Like, Is there even like, a book?
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Sara  11:17
I was like yeah, there's lots of books.

Anna  11:21
That would make it so much easier!

Sara  11:24
And, and, you know, I, I grew up Lutheran and am, and I am a Lutheran pastor and was
connected to like, a lot of the the Lutherans, the ELCA, Lutherans in the area, who also
like, there, that was an emerging portion of like, the institutional church was creating
space in the more established institutional church for this like practice of community
organizing as a sacred practice. And that was like emerging and labeling it. And in the, in
the church world as a sacred practice was emerging at the same time that storyline was
emerging. So it's, it's interesting, like part of Storyline's story is like, accompanying this sort
of like co emergence of all of these truths of these, like, hey, maybe we should do this, it
seems like this is a need that we're uncovering, and unveiling. And that's really part of the
roots of how that came to be a practice for us.

Amira  12:19
Awesome.

Anna  12:20
And I can tell you a little bit because I think it gives some good sort of meat to that, what
what that's looked like in terms of what we've engaged in. One of our the some of the
primary work that we do is around the Clackamas land and housing cohort that comes
out of the Leaven Land and Housing Coalition. So we're like sort of a regional cohort have
that. And we work with organizations and congregations, many of whom have land. So we
have the handful of these congregations or organizations who have land and say, like,
hey, it feels like this is actually a pretty vital resource in our community. How can we like
use this land for the good of the community, and also recognizing that in Milwaukie and
Oak Grove and all of Portland and beyond and beyond and beyond? Much of that land
was originally stolen from the indigenous people who stewarded this land that we walk on
and call our own? Right? And that land was very explicitly denied to people of color for
years and years. So there's sort of this illusion actually, around, even who our
neighborhood is. It's one of the reasons that when we're doing our listening, we're not just
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asking who's here, but who's not here, and why? And, and I want to just tell you a little bit
like of how we got there to doing that work that has become very powerful, like we've
learned more and more like, oh, man, land is really a big deal, like we don't have enough
of it. We are in a housing crisis are our neighbors don't have a place to call home, their
rent is rising at a rate far beyond income, that can keep up. And that's why our homeless
rates keep rising and rising, rising, and we don't have enough supply to meet the need. But
Sara and I didn't come into this as housing advocates, right? What we did is we listened to
our neighborhood and we did all kinds of like heard all kinds of needs, I would be listening
at my kids in school, and and seeing sort of like these kids. in Oak Grove, we're, I think
60% below the poverty line. And seeing like, Man, this is really a representation of the
neighborhood and this beautiful and were rare space for community, right? That often
doesn't exist anymore. I don't know. There's often not a physical location that really
represents that anymore. And I would see this debate In the classroom with these
teachers leaving these beautiful, like social and emotional centering moments for these
kids who are attaching to each other, and finding that community that builds resiliency.
And then throughout the year, I would see a handful of them move away more than I
thought seemed normal. And as I started to dig into that more, I realized that housing is at
the center of that the families in Oak Grove are being consistently displaced to now to
other areas because rise of rent and and mortgage. So it was sort of like what we found
was, as we dug into the needs around us, it was almost like, each of those led to this
domino effect that started with housing. And we're like, Hoh- this is at the center this
thing and it makes sense when you think about it, this thing of home is at the center of
people safety and stability and resiliency.

Amira  16:00
Sara were you gonna say something?

Sara  16:01
Yeah, I was just gonna say I think the like the summary for that, I think for those that are
like organizing coalition, as in right now is really developing some like clear value
statements around being organizations that operate from a housing first stance, right? So
like believing that like, we can't take care of some of these other like needs or like, quote
unquote, problems, or in our society until people are housed. Like housing first before
mental health. Housing first before addiction. Housing first before... You know like how
hard it is like, just think through it, How hard would it be to try to apply for and get a job
without a house, right or a place to shower? So those are some of the nonprofit service
organizations two that we partner with, like Love One Laundry, are organizations that are
really walking alongside people to like, support that action. But we also know that we
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can't do that in one offs of like one neighbor, what, you know, one neighbor into housing,
another neighbor into housing, but there's like a system at play here. And that's really
where organizing comes in.

Amira  17:10
Yeah, it's beautiful. Speaking of organizing, and Sara, and books, I want to talk about-

Anna  17:17
There are books!

Amira  17:18
Yeah, there are books. And I would love for you to give us a breakdown of "the book."

Sara  17:25
Oh, yeah. The book. our organizing Bible. I mean, I can't do this without also
recommending, like a handful of other books as well. Just how I roll but yeah, so. So part
of that web that I mentioned that Amira, I think the word that might describe it best for
your experiences, like it's a little like the mafia, right? Like, we're everywhere. Like, oh,
you're connected? Yes, we are. We all talk to each other. This like this network of secret
organizers of people that practice sacred organizing as like church and parachurch
organizations. And when I say parachurch, I mean, like, alongside the church, like they
themselves are not a church, but like Interfaith Movement for Immigrant Justice, another
like Portland area organization that does community organizing. Anyways, so this book
came out Emergent Strategy by adrienne marie brown. And like, I I stumble upon like
recommendations of like noticing what other colleagues are reading and I develop a
really hefty 'to be read' shelf. And this, I noticed was being read by like, way too many of
my colleagues for me to not pick it up. And it was right around that same time that the
Anna and i were having coffee dates and just like sort of co-discerning like future steps
together and started wafting through this book. And and realize like this is actually the
other thing that we've been saying is like part of the siloing is that a lot of our neighbors
really want to make deep change in the neighborhood. But they but there's not a lot of
places to do that to do the deep change part more than just like showing up to serve a
hot meal, right? Like there was a hunger for this and it's like this, adrienne marie brown is
an activist and an organizer, and also comes at the organizing from this deeply sacred
space. I believe she's Wiccan by trade, by identity like faith identity, but like the deep
spirituality of organizing is really tapped into in this book the way that that like
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emergence is actually part of our natural order, like are created order on the earth. There's
this really great image of like, when birds and some of you like might remember like this,
the swallows there's this Elementary School in North Portland that has like a swallow
swarm. Every every fall I think maybe it's coming up on it anyways, there's this image that
she uses of like, when you are emerging right when a new movement is coming coming
about in our world. Um, it's it's very similar to this pattern in nature of like when birds flock
and follow each other, like, each individual bird is only following the like six birds closest
to them. But what we see is this like massive, impressive, gorgeous, like, you know, wave I
mean, I'm using my hands to talk to you. That's right, but like just wave of like undulating
bird mass, right? And you're like, how do they not run into each other? How does that even
work and so like, that's one of the many images she uses in the book. And it just became
clear that this was like, when we started talking to folks that are, you know, in sort of one
space or the other of the siloed world that we live in of like church people, like good well
intentioned church people or neighborhood people that want nothing to do with church, it
was like, this felt like the crossover episode. It's like, deeply spiritual, and, and deeply
sacred, and yet not not upholding any part of our religious institutions that sort of
sometimes get in the way of us being emergent, and allowing new life to emerge. And so it
just became, like, a practice of ours to like, just keep a stack of copies of this book. And
like, every time we got into conversation with someone that was like, in that deep
intersection of like, of, like, really being hungry for for those kinds of words, I was like, Here
read this is like, not the solution. But it definitely gives like words to, to that space. So...

Amira  21:39
Yeah, and just the first 15 pages, the way you describe like it's very spiritually moving
without like, religion at all. And I just cracked it open. Really, really and read the - I read
from page one to 15 over again yesterday, and I was like, Oh, my gosh, this is what my
soul needs right now.

Sara  21:57
Right? Like, because it feels like you can't question it, right? When it when she's talking
about like patterns that actually like physically live in nature. It's like, you can't be like,
should it be that way? versus like, in in social change theory, or like, when you're talking
about trying to move an institution, there's like a, you know, a part of our humanity that
just like lends us to question other humans. Like, I mean, I guess if you really wanted to
question there are people that do question like, the natural order of things. So I guess I
could be like, I'm probably wrong in saying that, but it just for me, it feels like it's less. I
don't know, less, less of a thing for me to be like, Oh, yeah. No, birds don't flock.
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Amira  22:40
Right. Right. Yeah. She speaks from her, like kind of her soul, not like judgment or I - It's
very, it's really beautiful. I want to know, the future desires for yourself just as individual
humans, what are your what are your desires for your future?

Sara  22:56
Mmmmm.

Anna  22:56
hmm. I mean, nobody's asked me that in a while Amira.

Sara  23:06
I would love for like, you know, COVID to be over. That's not a personal desire, though.
That's just a global one. Like that would be, that would be a lovely life.

Amira  23:19
Yeah.

Anna  23:20
I would, I - it - I'm actually a little bit serious, Amira that nobody's asked me this in a while.
And I have this like, hunch that nobody's asked anyone in a while. And I think that we are
in such a such a time of emergence, a time of crisis. And in crisis. By nature, our bodies are
made to triage and focus, sort of like here, and now instead of out there, and it's a coping
mechanism that often serves us, right. And it's been a long time in this phase of crisis. So I
really appreciate the question that pulls us back to like, what about a future reality? Um,
there's a little bit of this, like a little bit of defiant hope in that question, even that I really
enjoy. And I, so I'm going to answer that question out a little bit out of this current
moment. And that is to say, I think I believe deeply in this work, like it is the core of who I
am. It lights me up, and it makes me alive. And I don't know if you all have ever
experienced this, it can run you ragged too. And maybe especially in the last 18 months or
so, I think something on my mind a lot. I think when you're starting an organization,
there's like this inherent hustle to it, right? You're like, you're in it and you're like making it
happen, you know, you got to like run hard to make it happen. And and I think we're all
Over the hub now saying like, how, what does it look like to live this as a lifestyle that isn't
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sequential hustles? Right? What does this look like to live this in a way that stays centered
and rooted in that, that kind of that spiritual space that we're talking about, right? That is
not just like my heroic efforts, but is woven into my daily life in a way I can sustain for a
long time, because I want to sustain this for a long time.

Amira  25:36
I like that.

Sara  25:39
Yeah, it's been like 18 months of like, way too much aliveness. Like, just like very, like very
hyper aware of life death moments for the last like, 18 months. Yeah, I think I resonate
deeply with that. I think also, like, in the grand scheme of things, like if I were to drop the
veil of like, of COVID on all of this on that, like, what are deep hopes for a future question
is like, I I find myself at the like, to use another like image from from emergent strategy at
the level of like, the mycelium beneath the surface, right, the like, fungus below the, like,
actual blossoming mushrooms that are the emergence. I find myself like, when I dwell in
that sort of metaphorical space of what is like in the fungus, and in the dirt that like is
deep, deep wisdom, I find myself just very aware of the coming cycle of like, death and
resurrection to use, like a particularly Christian metaphor like that there are systems in our
world and in our institutions that are that are dying, or that need to die. And I, I think that I
am very aware of my sense of like, identity and call and vocation around like,
participating. I'm sorry, I'm gonna get like real theological nerdy here, but like I, I recently
have just been like dwelling in this metaphor of like, how that death and resurrection cycle
lives in creation. And then also like to put myself in the space of like, I do feel like that is
part of the work of a an institution or an organization like Storyline, but also for myself to
be to bear witness to that death and resurrection in a way that, like, puts me in the tomb
space, right? stewarding that in some way. Like, I think that there's a lot of like ambiguity
or, like, open to interpretation about what that even looks like, in the future. But I think
that's like, sort of at that, like, my silic is that a word? I'm not like, get mycelic level of like,
of future like, hopes and dreams or like, you know, what, what am I? What are we moving
towards? Um, so yeah, like that. I that Sorry, that was like really *pwoof*. way like, not not
concrete at all. But like, Sure, that's the horizon, right? Like watching institutions die and
rise watching our broken patriarchal systems die and something new emerge. Like that's, I
feel like that's, I don't know. That's the horizon for me. Yeah, probably some like, I don't
know, baking and painting and just like taking a frickin rest first. Before I do that.

Amira  28:53
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Fair.

Rayah  28:54
heck yeah. Okay, so one question that I have. And I want to preface it first, because I've
done a little bit of training and stuff with y'all, which has been so just insightful and
meaningful. And I really love the way that you all do things, as opposed to some of the
different ways that I've grown up in churches. And it seems like there's this common theme
of, if a church wants to get involved in the community, they tend to go set something up
themselves, rather than finding out what's already going on in the community and
listening to what's happening. And so I was wondering if you just talk more about how like
that there is freedom and that you can give up that control and still and then it actually
can be even better than trying to create your own thing and doing that, that sacred
listening that you all have talked about and like do such a good job of I think.

Anna  29:53
Gosh you said it really well.

Sara  29:54
Yeah, what she said! No, I think like, Ray- like Rayah that really, I mean, that's a really
beautiful reflection of like, like, you know, hashtag goals for us like, of what we hope to be
in the world is not, like, not driven by, like our own sense of like pride or even like, I don't
know, I just feel like it's Yeah, it is really, like presumptuous and also like, just an aspect of
like white supremacy that I think a lot of our institutional churches are struggling with and
reckoning with, right? Reckoning with the reality that like this thing that they've been
doing for years, that was like a pat on the back, like food pant- like, and again, like I say,
this was not like, oh, food pantries are bad, or, like, you know, hot meal services are bad,
like, we need that. And we need the other things right. And, and to like, I think we've
institutional Church has been deluding itself for way too long, that just the just the food
pantry, or just the clothes drive is like, Pat, on the back, we've done our good Christian
duty, because our world has has sort of like exponentially gotten, you know, our economy
has gotten more out of control. And we just like, church has not done a good job of
keeping up with our modern economy and with with the like, racist and patriarchal
systems that we that our world propped up. And I feel like I'm the pandemic has done
some like sacred unveiling for our institutional churches of like, what that really is. I think
George Floyd's murder was a huge turning point for a lot of faith institutions, and leaders
in the church, just opening up and awakening to that, but we're not woke yet. You know,
and I think, I think that that is another piece that feels really like resonant to me about
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adrienne marie brown's writing is that it's not like a, it's not like a one and done right, you
know, become woke and stay woke forever. It's like a constant emerging process of deep
listening to the earth and to each other, and to what is what is happening. I think the
other piece, like just theologically speaking, that I find really like, sort of old and
problematic and that a lot of people find themselves deconstructing is the idea that God
is somehow a static, unchanging being or force in our universe, like, I think our God is a
God of change. And like that is that is so apparent in just like looking at the created
universe, and how change emerges from that. And I think once you ground yourself in
that, then it becomes clear that like, Yeah, we got to change the way we do things. Like
we got to partner with people. And, man, I went totally theological again. And I feel like
we wanted something concrete, like, yeah, we partner with Love One Laundry, because
they do the thing, like...

Anna  33:09
well, I want to add on to that, Sara, that, that you covered the theology, right? That what
you described it and what Rayah described is true of churches, and true of all of our
institutions, largely that sense of like, we already know what to do, and we're gonna go
out to do it and like feel good about it is all over our system. So So I think this is a powerful
cycle to ground all of us because the reality is when we are steeped in white supremacy,
and then we go out and do the thing we know how to do, we are oftentimes repeating
that white supremacy without knowing it. So this is why we are so annoying, about the
process of listening, right? of like, no, every time they're like, done that, nope, we do it
again, this is not just like this circle that we- I'm using my hands again- circle we walk
through, it is a spiral, we walk through it again and again and again. And I think for
everyone and even for those engaged in activism, that is a grounding that grounds
movement and something really powerful. Because when you ground and listening, you
realize you are not alone, and everyone that you listens to realize as they are not alone.
And then together you say okay, what is the most powerful thing we could do together to
change this system? And then all of your energy is focused on that thing till the next spiral
you walk through?

Sara  34:40
Yeah, and it gets super messy. I mean, it's as simple as like thinking about the way that we
do Christmas toy drives, like should we be deciding what toys like families in need are
giving their children or should we be giving out gift cards? It's like questions like that, right?
Like, I'm listening to the deep need and realizing that like if we want to come alongside us
are humans letting them decide, you know, like, that's a constant. Like, that's a
conversation that we've had in recent weeks about, like looking ahead to Christmas, like
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gift cards or toys like, which one is like, gives people dignity and humanity in the midst of
us, like trying to come alongside and help each other out. All the way to like, I just
remember, like, a lot of the conversations around like the Portland protest movement,
following the murder of George Floyd. Like, I think from the outside, like, looking in that
there was just a lot of like assumptions made on the part of like, a large group of white
folks about what protest should look like. And there was a lot of like Black mamas on the
line that were like, No, please don't do that for me. Um, and, and like, and that's just like, a
little microcosm that like, yeah, it gets messy because, like, that's inconvenient to be like,
No, please don't help me in that way. To the people that really deeply want to help or
show up or protest or speak on behalf of it's like, we don't speak on behalf of. One of the
deep like golden rules of community organizing from like, Union days is is that we should
not do for others. What they can do for themselves, we should not say for others what
they can say for themselves. And that, that a lot of times means like, doing a lot of like
hard listening, before we do an action.

Amira  36:26
I just have to say, though, there was when when we first connected with y'all, I was in a
really awkward space. And I remember having to be very raw with y'all. And being like,
after I was very raw and real. I remember thinking I messed up, because I was way too
blonde. I was way too real. I was wat- way too like, in your face with like, are you guys anti
racist? Because if you're not anti racist I'm not fucking with you, basically, is what I said.
And excuse my language.

Sara  36:57
I think thats literally what you said actually.

Anna  36:59
yeah, no, that was Yeah, yeah. And that was the moment where like, yes, we want to work
with her. So you're like, I screwed up, and we're, like, hang out with us.

Amira  37:11
And that's when I knew. And then also at that same time, as your as I'm an activist, and
being in the streets and being in the community and seeing other faith people and other
churches actually doing actual anti racism work and actually doing the things. I was like,
oh, okay, so just all that, to say, I just feel very honored and blessed that y'all entered my
life when you did. I'm just thankful. I'm just thankful. Very, very thank- thankful. And I want
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to ask, how can folks connect to you guys? How can folks help? What What can the
community do to help?

Sara  37:52
That's a really fun question in the midst of the Delta variant, so I'm going to try not get
salty about this response. I think at a baseline like, we love people that just like, like, I love,
I don't know if this is like an appropriate term, but like social media lurkers, you know, like,
like, it's fine. Like, that's a appropriate way of like, showing up and participating in the
larger narrative of the community, like, follow us on Facebook and Instagram, like
checkout. And just like, don't use that as a form of listening. I think what's really hard for a
lot of people is if you've ever been wounded by a faith institution, it can feel like a huge
step to even like, get coffee with somebody that identifies as a pastor, but I promise I don't
bite. I think that's the other thing is like, you know, like, we love one to one conversations
and just listening to where people are at. Like, if you're in the Portland metro area, and
Milwaukie/Oak Grove, like, hit us up. And then I think that's really the starting point, as we
go from there. If there's like resonance then like, then we, you know, then it emerges.

Anna  39:02
What we do, I think the core of what we do actually is not just plug bodies into spaces, we
do that deep listening with folks. So if you're listening, and you're like, just curious, enter in
our local area, like one of our favorite things is to like, sit down and get curious with you
like, Whoa, what are you drawn to? What does that mean for you and ask those good, big
questions. It's like, literally our favorite thing.

Sara  39:26
Which, you know, we'll just say, like, out front like that, that sometimes means some
vulnerability, which is why there's like a big jump between like, the social media lurkers
and like in the network, and I think that's just like a real part of who we are like.

Amira  39:41
It's true. I any, anytime I'm with y'all, there's a series of questions of curiosity questions, or
I'm like, Huh, I haven't thought about that question.

Sara  39:52
Sorry, not sorry. Like, it might be vulnerable. right.
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Amira  39:58
Rayah any last thoughts?

Rayah  39:59
Oh, I just would add that, yes, there's vulnerability in the conversations, but you guys don't
ask anything that you're not willing to share also, and often, it seems like y'all are, are
starting with your story, like, here's where I am. And here's the vulnerable part of me. And
like, I would like to hear more about what brings you here, what they what things draw
you in. And so and I think that's such a beautiful way of coming at things that like, from
my mental health activism, that's often where I usually start because something like
mental health and mental illness is something that's very hard for a lot of people to share,
because it's so stigmatized, and there's so much shame or need for privacy, because, you
know, often family members and things like that. So I think it's such a beautiful way to
help people open up and feel like, Hey, I am really, truly not alone in this, that these
people have gone through similar situations or something that's maybe even more
extreme than I've experienced. So I just think it's beautiful.

Anna  40:57
Thanks Rayah.

Sara  40:59
Yeah, you'll often find us doing like a staff meeting check in and being in like, one or the
other of like, anybody in the circle being like, so I was talking with my therapist yesterday,
like, you know, it's like, that's just like, normal conversation. Whereas I think like, you know,
that's a little bit unicorn ish, especially in the church world, like, for a pastor to be like, Oh,
yeah, go to therapy. Um, but also, like, it's, I think that's a thing that's emerging for us too.

Amira  41:25
Yeah. Awesome. Well, folks, unless we have any last words, we appreciate your time, and I
hope you connect with Storyline Community. It's a great organization. Rayah, you want to
take us out?

Rayah  41:39
Yeah, that's, that's about all I have to say. Make sure you look up, we'll have the social
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media handles and things like that, ways that you can connect with Sara and Anna and
Storyline in general. And we hope to see you back next week!
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